
ORU READY XS it is an extremely mobile dry batching plant: 
Everything in a single open-top 40’ container. Immediately ready 
to use.

VERSATILE
Thanks to its Wheels kit, it can be easily towed fully 
assembled. ORU READY XS is completely pre-wired and 
equipped with a control panel that makes it instantly ready to 
use.

FAST AND EASY
No additional job required to install it on site. Just 
compacted soil (a resistance of 3-4 kg/cm2 is in any event 
required to allow lorries to access the worksite).

HIGHLY COMPACT
Maximum compactness in height, to make it easier to load 
inert materials using a mechanical shovel, as well as in 
terms of length, so that it can be transported on roads.

FULLY PRE-WIRED
ORU READY XS is completely pre-wired to the power panel 
assembled on the machine. The system is equipped with a 
control unit for the preparation of multi-formula recipes with 
automatic management. The panel is pre-set for the 
management of 2 worm screws, 2 fluidifying devices, 2 
de-dusters and 2 additives.

RESISTANCE AND LONG SERVICE LIFE 
The load-bearing structures are sturdy (calculated for 
seismic class C12 and for wind speeds of up to 120 km/h). 
They are also completely heat galvanised to ensure the 
longest service life and inalterability over time.

ORU READY XS  907  90m3/h 
with 700 mm PICKING BELT
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ORUREADY XS GOLD TRANSPORTABILITY
By road: 1 STANDARD TRUCKS (13,60m)

By sea: 1x40' OT 

ORUREADY XS907 GOLD
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ORUREADY XS907 GOLD
90 m3/h WITH 700 MM PICKING BELT

Le O�cine riunite_Udine S.p.A. reserve the right to change the information 
containrd herein without prior notice when they consider it justi�ed. The data and 
dimensions are therefore not to be considered as binding. The illustrations may 
include accessories and  therefore they could be slightly di�erent from the 
standard versions of the equipment.

THE IMPORTANCE
OF AN INTEGRATED AND
COORDINATED SYSTEM 

HPS 2100-V MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
Is a customised and automated software solution for the 
most advanced concrete pre-packaging processes.
Thanks to its user-friendly interface, the system is 
extremely simple to use.
HPS 2100-V is the result of synergies between experience, 
technology and flexibility, all offered at the customer’s 
disposition.
The basic hardware configuration includes a personal 
computer with an LCD monitor as well as the peripheral 
devices needed to store and enter data. Microsoft Windows 
operating system is used, available in different languages.
Real-time operation is ensured by the PLC.



ORUREADY XS907 GOLD
90 m3/h WITH 700 MM PICKING TBELT
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Hourly production

Production per cycle

Aggregates weighing  bins (max. for  3 aggregates)

Weighing system (approved-Type)

m3

m3

m3 90

7

2

Load capacity (front bin)

Load capacity (rear bin)

Ribbed  estractor belt m

7,4

8,5

10x0,7

Estractor belt (power)

Cement Weighing hopper

Cement Weighing hopper screw feeder (diam.) mm

9,2

2,8

273

Cement Weighing hopper screw feeder (power)

Water dosing system with pulse flow meter

Aggregates hygrometer probe (microwave)

Nl/min

7,5

DN50

PK-3

Additives system 2x40

Mod

Mod

kW

kW

l/min

Electric compressor 486

Managment unit (in customer’s cab.) HPS 2100-VMod

n°

m3

m3


